Andrews: PLCAA healthy, growing and looking to broaden its scope

In-coming association president seeks more members, stronger presence in D.C., more educational offerings and stronger links between PLCAA and state associations.

Robert E. Andrews will step aside for new leadership after his year as PLCAA president is over.

It's possible to describe Robert E. Andrews' philosophy in a single word: involvement.

Almost 20 years of involvement in green industry associations climax as Andrews steps in as the 1992 president of the Professional Lawn Care Association of America.

He brings to PLCAA's top post, colleagues agree, considerable and hard-earned talents as a facilitator and organizer, and more than a measure of persistence.

He's also coming into the post at a full gallop.

By late this summer he'd already developed committee assignments and by mid-fall conducted an exhaustive PLCAA strategic planning review. Next month he's conducting a workshop focusing on state association development.

Somewhere in the middle of all of this, Andrews, 45, sat down with LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT to preview his 1992 PLCAA plans. Andrews says he will seek:

- **More members.** Andrews says PLCAA must broaden its definition of the industry. "It's not that chemical lawn care is any more or less important, but our members and our potential members offer more diversified services now," he says. "We have to recognize there's a big, broad industry out there."

Beyond that, PLCAA must do a better job of "closing the sale." He said about 900 companies inquired about PLCAA membership through September but only about 90 joined.

- **Stronger federal issues support.** The push to increase the lawn care industry's presence in Washington D.C. began this past spring when about 10 of the PLCAA's largest members contributed money (in some instances manpower) in response to the 1991 Senate "victim hearings." PLCAA set up a separate issues management fund and agreed to serve as umbrella organization for the effort. Andrews says PLCAA will intensify its efforts to get more member companies contributing to the fund, and offering in-person support.

- **Stronger state association alliance.** "I'm really pleased to see PLCAA recognize these state lawn care groups as allies," says Andrews. "They both have to exist. PLCAA can deal with issues on the federal level, the state associations can handle state and local issues."

PLCAA, he insists, is—after several years of sometimes painful but essential re-organization—a stable and growing national trade association again.

"We've come from a position of almost financial desperation to one where we're now able to breathe a little easier," he says. "We're in the black and we can begin building our financial stability over the long haul."

Also, he points out, PLCAA membership—which dropped dramatically after hefty 1989 dues increases—is climbing again.

These two inter-related events (financial health and more members) couldn't take place, explains Andrews, if PLCAA's officers and board of directors hadn't made difficult decisions the past two years; first, overhauling PLCAA's staff (and staff expenses) and second, reducing dues for smaller, independent lawn care companies.

Equally encouraging, believes Andrews, is the long-term agreement PLCAA worked out with the the Associated Landscape Contractors of America and the Professional Grounds Management Society concerning the Green Industry Expo (GIE).

"Having our three associations together for an annual exposition is good for all of our members, good for our suppliers and, ultimately, good for the entire green industry," says Andrews. PLCAA's negotiator in the 11th-hour agreement reached this past spring in Cleveland.

That meeting outlined the involvement of the three trade associations in GIE into the mid-1990s.

—Ron Hall
Posting, notification key topics in lawn care industry spotlight

- Posting and notification are the pesticide issues that communities are focusing on after June's U.S. Supreme Court ruling.

And, yes, they're making their own rules, as this series of articles about various communities throughout the nation shows.

Lawn pros seeing red over large, pink lawn posting signs

Too late to halt local laws, LCOs take up costly fight over restrictive requirements and get initial favorable ruling.

- Once a local board drafts and puts pesticide laws on the books, it will fight to keep them there.

That's what the green industry is finding out.

ChemLawn of Easton (Mass.), TruGreen of Warwick (R.I.), Tuckahoe, and The Lawn Co., Inc., are defendants in a lawsuit filed by the Mansfield (Mass.) Board of Health. The suit alleges the companies disobeyed town pesticide laws early this past summer. It seeks a total of $16,000 in fines from the companies.

The four, as a group, had been contesting the town's regulations.

Now, as a group, they're contesting its suit.

The five-member Mansfield Board of Health passed the regulations last February. Mansfield is a small city just off I-95, closer to Providence, R.I., than to Boston.

By the time lawn care companies reacted, and came in person to seek a compromise, the health board's resolve had hardened.

Emboldened by a June U.S. Supreme Court decision, the board soon thereafter scouted for, and found, victims.

"Apparently someone went around one day and determined we weren't complying with their laws," Ed McGuire, president, The Lawn Co., Inc., tells LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT.

A town official seemingly took company names from lawn flags—the ones required by state law—and cited the companies for not posting pink (that's right, pink) 8-by-11-inch signs that regulations mandate.

Other provisions of the Mansfield "Turf Care and Plant Regulator Applicators" regulation:

- Companies applying a turf pesticide or plant growth regulator within Mansfield must obtain a certificate of registration from the health board each year. The fee is $100.
- The names of all products used as turf pesticides and plant growth regulators must be filed, with appropriate labels and MSDSs, with the board.
- All pesticide spills must be reported immediately to the board.
- All lawn service vehicles must carry storm drain protective covers and 100 pounds of granular absorbent.
- All applicators must be licensed. The license shall be surrendered for inspection upon request of the board or its agent.

Failure to comply may be cause for revocation of the registration certificate.

- There's a $500 per violation per day penalty for violations in posting, product registration, and for failure to report spills.

In late August Superior Court Judge John Xifaras denied the health board's preliminary request to force the companies to comply with the laws.

"Any local regulation which imposes additional or inconsistent conditions or requirements on the use of pesticides beyond those established by state law must fail," wrote Judge Xifaras.

He said the Mansfield law "frustrates" the purpose of having standard signs as required by state law. These signs, he said, are recognizable by the public.

But the Xifaras decision represents, at best, a dubious victory for the applicators. Even if the lawn care firms win the lawsuit, they will have spent thousands of dollars in legal fees.

Meanwhile, the Mansfield health board continues to spend taxpayers' money in legal fees over concerns already debated and decided upon by the State of Massachusetts. That's the green industry's position anyway.

—Ron Hall

Farm, green industry unit for Indiana pre-emption law

Industry fears too many masters; weakening of state's regulatory framework if towns meddle with pesticide laws.

- It's no easy matter telling a city councilman or county commissioner to butt out of the pesticide legislation picture.

There's some question now—in light of the U.S. Supreme Court ruling last June in Mortier v. Town of Casey—that you even can. Or should.

"It's very difficult to tell people that their local elected officials don't have a say over certain things," admits Robert Andrews, owner of a lawn care company in Carmel, Ind. "After all, they are elected to represent their constituents' best interests."

But Andrews isn't the only business person or farmer in Indiana skittish about local legislators telling them what chemicals they can use and how they can use them.

Indiana, like most states, doesn't specifically forbid local political bodies from making their own pesticide laws.

Indiana does now, however, have a
coalition (green industry, pest control, agriculture) that wants to change that.

In fact, only Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Minnesota and Louisiana specifically address the question of smaller political bodies within their boundaries making pesticide law, apart from federal and state regulations. Generally speaking, towns, counties, etc. within these states cannot enact separate pesticide legislation.

Elsewhere, including Indiana, any local government seemingly can appoint itself as a pesticide regulator.

Andrews, in-coming president of the Professional Lawn Care Association of America, is one voice in this coalition seeking to convince Indiana legislators to pass a state law to keep local governments from becoming pesticide "policemen."

Adds Steve Biggers, golf course superintendent at Highland Country Club, Indianapolis: "We don't need over-reaction by any communities to pesticides. Nobody's going to benefit from communities passing pesticide laws in knee-jerk fashion."

The coalition, meeting twice by late summer, is moving deliberately. Still, it hopes to line up legislative sponsors by year's end and bring the matter before state lawmakers early in 1992.

Andrews' application company, The Greenskeeper, operates in six central Indiana counties. He says a proliferation of local pesticide laws would be "disastrous."

An explosion of communities with different pesticide use laws could even threaten Indiana's present statewide regulatory system, a system Andrews describes as knowledgeable and progressive.

Indeed, representatives from the Office of the Indiana State Chemists have attended coalition meetings.

"They've invited us and included us in their meetings because we're the people who regulate pesticide use," says Dave Scott, a pesticide regulator based at Purdue University, "They obviously want to know what our position is in respect to pesticide laws."

Apart from convincing state lawmakers that the local meddling in pesticide laws is not wise, coalition members seek to convince government officials (and the public) that, as professional applicators, they're taking steps to safeguard the public.

Many lawn and landscape firms began posting chemical applications before the matter even became an issue in their communities.

And now, posting, it seems, is becoming commonplace on golf courses within Indiana, too.

Members of each of the state's four golf course superintendents associations support a plan to post on the 1st and 10th tees on days when chemicals are used on their courses. Also, a sign in each pro shop will advise golfers that they can obtain information concerning chemical use on the course from the course superintendent.

Although Indiana's coalition is broad based and includes support from Indiana's strong agricultural lobby, members are uncertain just how much the state will restrict local pesticide regulation—if at all.

"There are two ways to approach preemption," says Andrews. "The state can outlaw local political bodies from legislating pesticide regulations. Or it can permit them to, but only with guidance from the lead regulatory agency in the state."

Adds Biggers, "we don't think it's realistic that we're going to get total preemption."

—Ron Hall

Compromise: the key in New Jersey

Try to influence local legislators at an early stage, rather than after the fact.

This past summer, one of David Sandler's Lawn-A-Mat customers told him of the borough's plans to toughen up the notification requirements in Fair Lawn, N.J. Sandler acted fast.

"I contacted the borough leaders and let them know I wanted to be apprised of the developments."

"Initially," recalls Sandler, "they would not give us any information, but they released information to the newspapers. Rumors and mis-information followed, but they wouldn't let (applicators) in on what was happening."

Sandler persisted, and soon he and two other landscapers were able to arrange a meeting with borough officials.

"Initially," Sandler recalls, "the borough had wanted 100 percent pre-notification of everyone within 800 feet."

"We let our side be heard, and we kept the discourse on a civil level, even though we thought it was kind of insane. Over the course of about a year, we met three or four times in group sessions, phone calls. Ultimately, the ordinance that was adopted was one we could live with."

Ultimately, says Sandler, ordinances become anti-competitive.

"Dealing with a patchquilt of local regulations is a nightmare we anticipate, though I think New Jersey has a statute which would encourage them to follow state guidelines."

As a responsible businessman, Sandler rolls with the punches.

"People are being affected by something they didn't want or need, regardless of what we consider the risk," says Sandler, who thinks neighbors are entitled to be pre-notified and are entitled to reasonable protection so that they won't be exposed.

Sandler advises company managers to stay informed. At the first hint of legislative activity, establish contact with the legislators, and let them know you'd like to be kept abreast of legislative developments.

Such activity represents a time commitment, "even though it means that after a 12-hour day you go to a work session with the borough officials in the evening," admits Sandler. "Someone has to make the effort to go to one of those work sessions, if you want to have any influence on the ultimate legislation.

"You're better off to have an influence at an early stage than to try to deal with it after the fact," Sandler advises. "If you stick your head in the sand, (the ordinance) is not going to disappear."

—Terry Mcleer
Missoula, Mont. kicks around pesticide regulations

Pesticide issue on Missoula ballot

Will the homeowners in this western Montana mountain city approve a pesticide posting law...for themselves?

- Uhm, should we build a new baseball park?
  Or should we make lawn care companies—anybody, in fact, who applies pesticides to more than 50 square feet of property at one time—post 80-square-inch yellow or orange warning signs?

These are the two questions voters of Missoula, Mont., decide this month.

If you're betting the $3.5 million baseball bond issue generated more debate and controversy—bingo, you win!

"The fact that the city council decided to put baseball on the ballot went on the front page," says Don Baty, local government reporter for The Missoulian. "The pesticide ordinance story, I think, went on page 3."

Not that the pesticide posting proposal hadn't been kicked around city council chambers long enough: it had. It fermented in council's Conservation Committee for almost a year before being hauled out (much amended) for a mid-August airing.

When council deadlocked 6-6 on the proposed ordinance, Mayor Daniel Kemmis, rather than cast the crucial vote, asked the people of Missoula to decide—while they're voting on the bond issue for a ballpark which, some townsfolk hope, will attract a minor league baseball team.

At various committee and public hearings, posting advocates and industry representatives (primarily lawn care representatives) debated the pesticide posting issue.

"The hearings were pretty well attended, but there weren't any overflow crowds either," Baty tells LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT.

The ordinance finally emerging for the ballot would, if passed, require anybody applying pesticides to 50 square feet or more of property within the city to post signs 24 hours prior to the application and remove them 48 hours after.

Spot spraying (less than 50 square feet) and emergency spraying need not be posted, according to the ordinance.

Greg Amsden, a spokesman for Mont PIRG (Public Interest Research Group), defends the size and color of the signs. He says they should be recognizable by children and contain a "Mr. Yuck" caricature on them along with appropriate warning language.

Mont PIRG is an advocacy organization at the University of Montana directed by elected student representatives. Mont PIRG maintains a professional staff.

Most of the burden for posting, assuming the ordinance passes, is the homeowner's, says Amsden, adding that posting proponents realized it would create a hardship for lawn application companies to visit each property 24 hours prior to an application.

Apart from the cost to applicators,

Missoula is often windy in the spring and early summer when most pesticide applications take place and applicators sometimes don't know from day to day if they can spray.

"In the course of a year we've arrived at quite a few compromises, actually," Amsden says of the ordinance.

—Ron Hall